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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation we will set up the Hida theory of generalized Brownian 
functionals, or white noise analysis, on e^*(iRd), the space of tem pered distributions, 
and apply it to m ultiparam eter stochastic integration. W ith the partial ordering on 
[R$: (s^.-.jSj ) <  ( t j , . . . ,^ )  if Sj <  tj, 1 < i < d, the W iener process
n ( h , . . , t dU )  =  <x ,i[0)t])..........[0 ,td ) ) , x 6 <^*([Rd)
is a generalization of a Brownian motion and there is the W iener — Ito
00
decomposition: L2(o5^*([Rd)) =  E eK  where K n is the space of n—tuple Wiener
n = 0
integrals. As in the one—dimensional case, there are the continuous inclusions
(L2)+  c L2(e/’*(IRd)) c (L2)“ ,
and (L2) is considered the space of generalized Wiener functionals. We will define
*
the differentiation operator  ^  ^ and its adjoint  ^  ^ and give some
properties. We prove tha t the multidimensional tim e Ito stochastic integral is a 
special case of a white noise integral and give conditions for its existence. For d =  2 
the Ito integral is not sufficient for representing elements of L2(g/’*(!R2)). W e show 
tha t the other integral involved can also be realized in the white noise setting. For 
F e <^*(rcd) we will then define F(W ((s,t),x) as an element of (L2)~  and obtain a 
generalized Ito formula.
Introduction
The Ito theory of stochastic differential equations provides a probabilistic 
method for generating diffusion processes. The theory rests on the definition of the
Ito stochastic integral:
/J  p(s,w)dB(s,w). 
to
This is a random variable defined on a probability space on which there is a 
Brownian motion {B(t,w); t  > 0}: a Gaussian system for which (a) B(0,u;) =  0 with 
probability 1, (b) for almost all u, B(-,w) is continuous, and (c) for each t, B (t) is 
normally distributed with mean 0 and E(B (t)B (s)) =  tAs. Denote by 3{ the sigma 
field generated by the random  variables {B(s,*); t 0 < s < t}. For the Ito integral to 
exist, m ust be in L2[t0,t] with probability 1 and ip m ust be non—anticipating,
i.e., for each s e [t0,t], y>(s,-) m ust be measurable with respect to S^. If for a
n
partition { t j j =1 of [t0,t], ^(s,o>) =  S aj(ii;)lrt . r(s) almost everywhere, then
, = 1 ll i-l>l il
/J  ^(s,w)dB(s,w) :=  S tti(w )(B(ti,w) - B ( t i.1,a>)) =  S ^ ( ^ A jB .
tO i = l i = l
A process ip satisfying the existence conditions can be approxim ated with such
simple functions and the corresponding sequence of stochastic integrals converges in
probability. The lim it is then defined to be /* <£>(s,a;)dB(s,a;). Diffusion processes
to
are obtained as solutions of integral equations of the form
X, =  c +  /U (s ,X ,)d s  +  ; itoG(s.Xs)dB(s).
V
The fundam ental result of this theory is the Ito formula, the simplest version of 
which is:
F (B (t)) -  F(B(0)) =  F / (B(s))dB(s) +  */$ F " (B (s ))d s .
In the early seventies Cairoli [1], Cairoli and W alsh [2], and Wong and Zakai 
[20] began the development of stochastic integration for processes with 
multidimensional param eter. Such processes arise in quantum  field theory and 
"computer image processing". They defined an I to -ty p e  integral
/  i/j(x,w)dW(x,w). 
[a,b]d
Here x  =  (x lv ..,xd) e IR+ =  {(x1?...,xd); x 5 > 0, 1 < i < d} and W(x,o;) is a W iener
process: W(0,u>) =  0 almost everywhere, {W(x,o>); x 6 IR+} is Gaussian, W(x,o>) has
d
mean 0 with E(W (x)W (y)) =  n  (xjA y }), and for almost all u,  W (-,u;) is
i = 1
continuous. The construction is similar to the one—dimensional case. Using the
partial ordering (xlv ..,xd) <  (ylv ..,yd) if x s < for 1 < i < d, the measurability
requirement is with respect to the sigma fields generated by {W(y,w); y <  x}
d
and the increment is over rectangles: For A =  n  [a^b^ , AW(w) :=
£(—l ) 7r x^ ^W(x,a;), the sum being taken over the 2d vertices {x; Xj =  aj or b j  and 
x
7r(x) is the number of bj's in x. Using m artingale theory, Wong and Zakai (also 
Cairoli and W alsh) obtained an Ito formula for d =  2. A second type of integral, 
the Wong—Zakai integral, was required:
_[a,b]2^  [a,b]2 ^ (z ,z / ,o))dW (z)dW (z/ ).
For this integral to exist E /  /  | ip(z,z' ,<J) 12dzdz ' m ust be finite and
[a,b]2 [a,b]2
<p(z,z' ,<J) m ust be measurable with respect to If [0 ,b] =  [0 ,b1]x[0 ,b2] and
F(W (z)) is a m artingale on increasing paths, the 2-dim ensional Ito  formula is:
F (W (b1,b2)) -  F ( W ( b v 0)) -  (F(W (0,b2)) -  F(W (0,0))) =




Hida [4, 1975] initiated the study of functions of Brownian m otion from a
white noise point of view and this theory has been applied to stochastic integration.
A Brownian motion gives rise to  a generalized stochastic process {(B ,£); £ e
where is the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing smooth functions on IR. (B ,£)
:=  —/^  B ( t)£ '( t)d t  and the probability distribution fi of this process is on of *  , the
space of tem pered distributions, (e f* ,p )  is called the standard white noise space.
For t > 0 and x € g^*, B(t,x) =  (x,1|-q is a Brownian motion, and L2(e/'*) has a
00
direct sum decomposition E ©K where K 0 =  1R and K_ is the space of n—tuple
n = 0
W iener integrals. The elements ip of K n are given by
<p=J  f(u1,...un)dB (u1)...dB (un)
where f is a sym m etric square integrable function on lRn. By restricting the 
integrands to a certain Sobolev space one obtains a Hilbert subspace Iv^n  ^ of K n. 
The dual K^— of this subspace is called the space of generalized n—tuple Wiener
integrals. Defining (L2)-*” =  E ©K^n ) and (L2) =  E ©I<  ^ n ,^ we have
n = 0 n = 0
(L2)+  C L2(<^*) C (L2) .
W hite noise calculus is the analysis of the space (L2)-  thinking of {B(t); t 6 IR} as a
coordinate system. The coordinate differentiation dt is defined by means of a
transform ation to  a space of functionals on e /  and dt: The adjoint
*
operator d t is defined by duality.
Using white noise calculus Kubo and Takenaka [12, 1981] showed tha t for a 
non—anticipating process <^(t,x), x e such tha t E /ij| y?(t) | 2dt <  oo the Ito 
integral can be expressed as a white noise integral:
/!^ (t,x )d B (t,x ) =  /gfl*p(t)dt.
, *
The integral / ad t <£>(t)dt can, however, be defined in a more general setting. For a 
stochastic process <^(t,x) on ( g/ * , / i ) such tha t E /^ | </?(t,x) | 2dt <  oo, Kuo and Russek
h *[17] proved th a t / “d t ^ (t)d t exists. Thus there are no special measurability 
requirements for this white noise integral. Furtherm ore, it is an ordinary integral 
with respect to the tim e param eter. In 1983, Kubo [11] defined the generalized 
Brownian functional F (B (t)) for t >  s >  0 and F e and developed a generalized 
Ito formula:
F(B (t)) — F(B(s)) =  / ‘0*F '(B (u))du  +  4 /‘F " (B (u ))d u .
If one considers G^ (!Rd), d > 1, there is also the d-dim ensional white noise
space (<^*(IRd),/*) and for a  =  (a lv ..ad) in IRd with aj > 0, the process W (a,x) =
d
<x,lR >, where Ra =  II [0 ,a j[, is a W iener process. In this dissertation we will 
i = 1
apply the white noise theory and obtain results analogous to those mentioned above 
for processes w ith multidimensional time param eter t =  ( t l r ..,td). We will first set
viii
up the Hida theory on L2(<^*(IRd)). We will then show th a t, just as in the
1—dimensional param eter case, the Ito integral for a multidimensional tim e process
is given by a  white noise integral:
/  o(t,x)dW(t,x) =  /  d*p(t,x)dt.
[a,b]d [a,b]d
We will prove tha t the Wong—Zakai integral, when it exists, can also be represented 
in the white noise setting:
[a,b]2x [ajb]2]^ ,z ')d W (z)d W (Z') =  / [a>b]2/ [a>b]
where G =  {(z,z ') e [a,b]2x[a,b]2: z and z '  are unordered}. Given processes </?(t,x)
and ij)(z ,z ',x ) for which E /^a bjdI ¥?(t) 12d t and E / ^ bp / ^ bj2| ^ ( z ,z ') |2dzdz' are
*
finite, we prove existence theorems for the white noise integrals /  ch</?(t,x)dt 
* *
anc* ^[a b]2^[a bj2^ z '^z^ G ^z , z ' M ^ 'M z d z ' . Here, as in the one-dim ensional case, 
no special measurability restrictions are necessary. We will then define F(W (s,t)) 
for F e g/’*(K2) and (s,t) G IR2 w ith st > 0, and obtain the following Ito formula: For 
0 <  aj <  bj and 0 <  a2 <  b2,
F (W (bj,b2)) -  F(W (blia2) -  (F(W (aj,b2) -  F (W (a i,a2)) =
/ a * / a ^ *  n F '(W (s,t))d sd t
+2 / w / w  -  + i m / m  -  w w p w
d(u ,v )5(s ,t)1G ^ s’t ) ’(u,v^ F / '  (w (s,t)V(u,v))dsdtdudv
F / / / (W (u,t))dsdt du.
For F G <^0R), the formula reduces to  the one given by Cairoli and W alsh [2]. If 
F (W (s,t)) is a m artingale on increasing paths, the last three integrals on the right 
side vanish giving the Wong and Zakai formula.
The white noise space and the Hida theory thus offer a new way to
look at stochastic integration, perhaps a simpler view. A natural question for future 
consideration is whether one can formulate the theory of stochastic differential 
equations in this setting what the advantage of such a formulation would be.
Chapter 1. Background
§ 1. The Hida theory of generalized Wiener functionals.
In this section we will describe the parts of the Hida theory which are
pertinent to  our work. The ideas involved in the multidimensional case are natural
extensions of those for one dimension. We will, therefore, present these ideas in the
more general setting.
For d G Z+, set IR+ =  { x  =  (xl r ..,xd) G lRd : Xj > 0 } and denote by IRx  the 
d
rectangle n  [0 ,xj[. 
i = 1
Definition 1.1.1
A W iener process with d — dimensional tim e is a system { W(x,o;) : x  G [Rd } of 
random variables which satisfy
(a) W(0,w) =  0 a.e.
(b) For almost u,  W( • ,cj) is continuous
(c) The system { W(x,w) } is Gaussian, W(x,o;) has zero mean
and E(W(x,w)W(y,a>)) =  n  (x= A y-)
j = i J J
Note Taking d =  1, one gets a Brownian motion
Let <^(Kd) be the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing smooth real valued 
functions on IRd. The dual space G^*(IRd ) of o^(lRd) consists of the tempered 
distributions. Thus we have the continuous inclusions o/(IRd) C L2(lRd) c o^*([Rd). 
The cannonical bilinear form connecting e^and df*  will be denoted by (x ,£ ), 
xG and £ G gf. Also, o/’is a  countably Hilbert nuclear space [9], i.e., d f  is 
topologized by a family {|| • ||p; p =  1,2,...} of H ilbertian norms with the following
1
2structure: Let d f  p be the completion of cif w ith respect to  the norm || • ||p. Then
d f — n ^ p C - - ( / 2 C c/1 C ^ 0 =  L2([Rd) C <2^ * C df<f C • • • C U d f *  = d f*
where the inclusions o^ p+1 c dfp are Hilbert—Schmidt, and the inclusions df  C o/p and 
d f *  C df*  are continuous. If H n(x) =  (—l ) nexp(x2)D"exp(—x2), let h n(x) =
(2nn!v^r) 5 Hn(x)exp(—x2/2 ). Then {hn}” =0 is a complete orthonorm al system in
d
L (IR) and { h ^ .  . . . , n d=0> where \ n 2. . .nd(t iv - , td) =  . ^ . ( t i ) ,  is a
c.o.n.s. in L2(IRd). Let us denote this basis by {£n}n=o- For f e e/’(IRd) and p an
00
integer, ||f | |2 =  E (2n + l ) 2p(f,£n)2, the inner product on L2(IRd) being denoted by
n = 0
(•,*)• Note th a t <2^ p=  {f G L2(01d): ||f||p <  oo}. Also, it is true th a t df*  = d f  . p.
Theorem 1.1.1 (Bochner — Minlos)
Let C(£) be a functional on e^(IRd) which is (i) continuous; (ii) positive 
definite, and; (iii) C(0) =  1. Then there exists a  unique probability measure \i on 
(o/’*([Rd) , ^ )  such tha t
=  f  */ ax d^(x)<^*([Rd)
Here ^ i s  the o — field generated by the cylinder subsets of o/’*(lRd) of the form 
{ x ; (<x,^> ,...,<x,^n>) e B, B a  Borel subset of !Rn, £lv ..,£n e < (^IRd), n =  1,2 ,...}.
Definition 1.1.2
The probability space ( d f * ( ^ d),3,^i)  determined by the characteristic 
functional C(£) =  exp(—1||£||2) is called the  d — dimensional white noise space.
Here, || • || is the L2(!Rd) norm.
3For £ G g5^  the random variable (x,£) on (g^*([Rd),^ ,//)  is normally distributed 
with mean 0 and variance ||£ ||2. Moreover, since G^ (IRd) is dense in L2(IRd), if f G 
L2(IRd), <-,f) is Gaussian with mean 0 and variance ||f||2. We thus have tha t 
{ <x,l^> : A is a Borel subset of IRd with finite Lebesgue measure } is a normal 
random measure on (e/*((Rd),.5?,^).
Exam ple 1.1.1
For a  G IRd and x G Q/*(iRd), W (a,x) =  (x i lR ) is a d — dimensional time
a
W iener process. For d =  1 we have the Brownian motion B(t,x) =  (x,1|-q ^ ) .  
Theorem 1.1.2 (Wiener — Ito decomposition)
00
L2(Q^*([Rd)) has the direct orthogonal decomposition L2(<2/ ’*(IRd)) =  S © K n
n = 0
where K0 =  1R and for n >  1, K n is the space of n—tuple W iener integrals based on 
the normal random measure W ^  =  ( x , l ^ )  mentioned above, i.e., each <p in K n has 
the following form
</>(x ) =  / ( Rd)n f(uj, ,un)dW (u1,x)...dW (un,x)
where f G L((ERd)n) : the L((lRd)n) functions which are symmetric in the U j's .  
Moreover, d jj=  v®  (f’S)L2(((Rd)n)’ where ip G K n is the multiple
W iener integral of g.
For the proof of this theorem  see Ito [8]. It is also shown there tha t if {?7i} i=i 
is an orthonorm al set in L2((Rd) and p t 4- • • • + p k =  n, then
• - % (V p2)- • - % ( v -  • - +pk- i ) '  • •
x ^ ( u J d W ^ ) -  • -dW (un)
4=  (V2) 'n n  H p X /^ d W /# ) ,
where IIp is the Hermite polynomial of degree Pj. This product is called a
Fourier—Hermite polynomial of degree n based on {7/ J .  Then for a c.o.n.s. {77J  of
L2(IRd), K n is spanned by the Fourier—Hermite polynomials of degree n based on
{rji}. Note tha t for a Borel set A with finite Lebesgue measure /^ d W (u ) =  ( x , l^ ) .
Thus, for f e L2(IRd), (x,f) =  /  f(u)dW (u), and in particular j m dW =
!Rd
In the Hida theory, functionals in L2(e /’*(lRd)) are studied by means of a 
transform ation to  a space of functionals on o/(IRd). Once this transform ation is
made, the resulting functional has a very nice form which allows us to work
00
in E ©VnT L2((IRd)n).
n = 0
Definition 1.1.3
The S — transform  on L2(o^*(IRd)) is defined by
(Sy>)(0 =  / ^ *  p(x +  O M * )
00
and U(£) =  (S^)({) is called the U — functional of tp. Note tha t for ip — E </?„,
n = 0
00  '
%  6 K„, (S*>)(fl =  E (S¥>„)(«.
n = 0
Remark The image of the S — transform is topologized so as to make S a Hilbert 
space isomorphism , see [5].
5Theorem 1.1.3 (Integral Representation Theorem)
Suppose tp £ K n is of the form
¥>(x) =  / ( Rd)n f(u1,...,un)dW (u1,x)...dW (un,x), 
with f 6 L((IRd)n). Then
(Sv>)(0 =  / ( [Rd)n f(u lv. . , u j£ ( u J . . . £ ( u J d u 1...duI1.
The correspondence ip->f\s bijective and =  ^ r | | f | |L2^ |Rd^ny
Remark This theorem was stated  in [6] w ithout proof. Our proof is based on tha t 
of the  one-dim ensional case found in [5].
Proof F irst suppose tp(x) =  exp(V2t(x ,?/)—t2) with rj £ L2(IRd) such tha t ||?/|| =  1. 
Then,
S^(£) =  /  ^ *exp(V 2t ( x + £,??>—t 2)d//(x)
=  exp( V2t < £, r / ) - t2)J ^  *exp(V2t  <x, rj) )dp(x)
= exp(V2t<^,?7) - t 2)exp(t2) =  exp(v/2t<£,?7>)
00
=  S ((V2t ) k/k!)(?7,£)k, ( • ,• )  being the inner product in L2(IRd).
k = 0
00
However, exp( j2 t (x , r j )—t2) =  S ( tk/k!)H k((x,?7)/V2)[5,p311], so tha t
k=0
00
S rf ( )  =  S ( tk/k !)S V(Hk« x ,v )/V 2 ))(().
k = 0
Comparing this with the expression above we get tha t
s v (Hk« x , ^ ) ) ( ( )  =  0 k-
Let {^1*=! C e/’([Rd) be a complete orthonorm al system for L2(IRd). Then the
k- 1
collection of normalized Fourier—Hermite polynomials ( n  k =2 J)5' n  Hk ((x,?j:)/V2)
j j i J
forms a complete orthonorm al system in L2(o^*(IRd)). Now suppose tp € I<n and 
<p(x) =  n  Hk.((x,?/j)/V2), where n =  S kj. By the remarks following theorem  1.1.2,
6</?(x ) =  / ( Rd)n(V2)nJ7i(ui)- • •??!(%)%(u kl+i)- • '% (u kl+k2)- • -dWfuj)- • -dW (un), and
for £ e < (^IRd), £ =  S a.-?/: +  £ ' where £ ' is orthogonal to all 77- in the first term . By 
j J
definition
Sy<0 =  / ^ * n  H k.(< x+^,7?j> /^ d / f ( x )
J ^
However, for p >  1, the inclusion L2((Rd) c o/p* is Hilbert—Schmidt and therefore 
(L2(IRd),Q^*) is an abstract W iener space (see [14, p59]). We also know from the 
Bochner—Minlos theorem th a t n is concentrated on o/p*. Thus, by the translation 
formula for abstract W iener measures [14]: for f 6 L2(IRd), d//(x+f) =  
exP ( illf ll2 -  <x ,f>)d/<x),
S p (0  =  exp(-4llfll2) /^ * e x p « x ,£ > )  n  H k.« x ,J7j)/V 2)d/i(x)
=  e x p H l^ l l2) / G^ *exP(<x )S aj 7/j » e x p « x ,^ / >) n  Hk.(<x ,7?j> /^)d //(x ).
J ^
Since =  0 implies th a t (x,f) and <x,g> are independent in L2(o^*(IRd)),
this
=  exP (^ ll^ ll2) / Q^ *exP ((x ,^ / >)d/<(x ) / Q^ ^nexp(<x,S a j 77j ))  Hk.«x,»7j>/VZ)d/f(x)
j J
=  e x p ( 4 l k l l 2) e x P ( i l i r i l 2) n / G^ * e x P ( < x >S a j 7/ j »  H k . (< x ^ j > / V 2)d /« (x )
J J
=  e x p H lk l l^ ^ P C j I in P J n e x p ^ ? ) /^ *  H k.(<x+aj 7;j ,77j > /^ )d /t(x )
J ^
=  exP (^ !k l l2)exP (+ ^ lk / ll2+^S a?)n ( 1^ ) kj(»7j ,aj »7j )kj.
Noticing th a t ||^ ' ||2+ S  a2 =  ||£ ||2 and th a t aj =  (£,r?j), this last expression is
=  (V2)"n (i)J,£)ki 
j
=  /((Rd )n [ (^ )n?/i(u1) • • • >/i(uki)% (uki+1) • • • %(ukl+k2) • • 'I
x ^(uj) • • • £(un)duj • • • dun.
7Letting F (u lv ..,un) be the function in brackets and observing th a t the value of the 
integral is unchanged if F is replaced with its symmetrization F, we have tha t
S r tO  =  /(|Rd)iiF(u1,...,iin)£(u1) • • • £(un)dux- • -dun.
We also have tha t =  ( n  kj!)Z(n!) 7 2? =  (n!) 2|MIL2^ * y  Hence, if
we have a c.o.n.s. {</?m} of Fourier—Hermite polynomials for I<n, then to each tpm 
there corresponds a symmetric L2((fRd)n) function Fm such th a t (f) =
ViiT IlF llj^^d ^n ) and this collection {Fm} forms an orthogonal system in L2((IRd)n). 
W ith any linear combination of the {y?m} we can associate the corresponding linear 
combination of the {Fm} so th a t (f) can be extended to  any ip e K n.
Generalized Wiener functionals arise in the following way. For a  £ 1R, let 
H ft([Rnd) be the Sobolev space of order a  over IRnd, i e., Ha (IRnd) =
{f e o/’s,:(IRnd) : / j^nd (1 +  | A | 2)^ | ( ^ f ) (A) 12dA < oo}, &  being the Fourier 
transform. This is a Hilbert space with dual H 'a (IRnd).
Define I<^n  ^ to  be the elements of K n which are n — tuple W iener integrals of
„ (nd+l )
functions in H (lRnd). We then have the following diagram:
I{(") «  Kn K <-n )
1 1 1
„ nd+l , - „ , - - (nd+l)
VnT H (iRnd) VnT L2((IRd)n) «=+ /^hT H (IRnd)
K^—n ) is defined as the space of generalized n—tuple Wiener integrals of elements in
„ -(nd+l) . ( nd+l )  nd+l .
H (!Rnd). Here H (IRnd)=  H ^ “ (IRnd) n L2((IRd)n). More precisely, for
8<p= / (Rd)nf(u1, . - ,u n)dW (u1)...dW (un), f £ L2((IRd)n), define | | \<p\ 11 =  
(v®')||f||j^'^J1y tl^ ^n d j and let K^_ n  ^ be the completion of I<n with respect to 
| | | • | | | W e will write formally th a t for <p € I<(—n),
^ (x ) =  /(Rd)n f(u1,-..,un)dW (u1,x)...dW (un,x), where f £ H ^ ^ ( [ R 1^ ) .  
can be viewed as the dual of K^n ) with the pairing ( • , • ) :  For ip £
„ (nd+l) / _ n \ . - ( nd+l)
represented by f £ H 2 (IRnd) and ip £ '  represented by g £ H 2 (IR ),
(ip,ip) =  n!<g,f>.
Remark The S — transform  also makes sense for <p e (L2) .
Exam ple 1.1.2
Set A =  (e,...,e), e > 0 , and t  =  ( t lv ..td) £ IRd. Let
=  W (t+ A ,x ) -  W (t,x) J _  , , ,
fd ed '  ’ [ t,t+ A ['
w here[t,t+A [ =  {x £ IRd : t j  < x 4 <  t j  +  e; 1 < i < d}. Then
(s v a m ) =  • • ■4 ;+ c f ( s i , - , s d)cis1...dSd -
as A  0, and -1— l j t  t + ^  —' in H ' - r \lRd). Thus 1 im  <p^ e Kj ^  and may
be w ritten as d <^(u)dW(u). W e will also denote this lim it as W (t).
Exam ple 1.1.3
Let ^A
W (t+ A ,x ) -  W (t,x)
,2d
- < X ,1 [t,t+ A [ ) 2 which is in I<2
Then
(S^X O  =  ~7~ /  <x +  ^ 1[ t , t+ A [^ d^ x )e2d
M + A[>2) =  i - +
Consider =  ip^  — —  , then
ed
(S ^ )(0  =  /(R d )2 - J -  l [ t , t + A [ ( Ul ) - r  1[ t ,t+ A [(U2)£(Ul)£ (U2)dUldU2 C(t)2
1 1  - -(2d+l) „ ,
as A -> 0, and —  1[M +A [ —  y t+ A [ - *  ^  ^  in H (R2d}< The ^
is then in K^~2) and is denoted as :W (t)2: or / ^ d )2 ® <!>t (u,v)dW (u)dW (v).
In general, for Hn(x,o2) =  i T(-<72)nex p (-x 2/ 2 a2)D "exp(-x2/ 2cr2), consider
<PA =  n!H„
W (t+ A ,x) -  W (t,x) 1 ' ,n >  2, which is in K n. In fact </?A is the
multiple Wiener integral of — —  1 ( u ,  ) • • • 1 ( u n ) . To see this use the fact
(ed )n [ t ,t+ A [  [ t,t+ A [
th a t !In(x,cr) =  J  H ^ X jf f )  H n.^x,^) [5, p313]. Then
to -  n ' 1 W (t+ A ,x ) -  W (t,x) TT fW (t+ A ,x ) -  W (t,x) 1 
^A  n a n n-i a ’ a
W (t+ A ,x ) -  W (t,x) 1
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By induction this equals
1 
nn! — 1 ( u t ) d W ^ T -V n f  - J —  1 ( u . )  . . . 1  ( u n.,)(Rd f d ft. t.-t-Af (n - 1 )-J ClRdin-l^d ^n-1 ft. t.-I-AT ft.+.a-Xr[t, t+A [
-d W tu J - . - d W tu , , . ,) ~W (t+ A ,x ) -  W (t,x) 1
Recall the product formula for multiple Wiener integrals [8]:
/ ( Rd)nf(u1,...,un)dW (u1)- • •dW (un)/^|Rd)ng(u1)dW(u1) =
/ ( Rd)n(fi»g)(u1,...,un+1)dW(u1) : • •dW (un+1)
+  n / ^ n-i(/Rdf(u1,...,un)g(u„)dun)dW (u1)- • - d W ^ ) .
Here f G L2(([Rd)n) and f®g is the  symmetrization of f®g. Thus
^ A = f  ,  1 (u i )  (u n )  dW (u1)-* -d W (u n) +A J (Rd)n (e d )n
1 ( U 1 ) ,* * "1 (“n- 2 ) rdW(u1)---dW (un.2)
([Rd)"-2 ( cd jn-2 [t , t + A [  [ t “t+ A [
( n - D j J .  Hn,2 rW (t+ A ?x) -  W (t,x )— 1
V ' A n * A 5 A
—-—  1 ( Ui )  (u„  ) d W (u .)-• •dW (un) 
(Id1)” (cd )” [t,t+ A [ [M + A |
+  ( n - l ) ^ —(n-2)! H „ J W (t+ A ’x > ~  W (^ x ), 1
(n—1)—T—(„—2)! H „ J W (t + A -x > -  W M , 1 -
11
- i —  1 ( u , )  • • '1 ( u n ) dW (uj) • • -d W (u n).
(Rd)“ (6d )n [t;t+A[ [t;t+A[
T h e r e fo r e ,(S < /? ) (0  =  P — f  £ ( u ) d u |n
>-ed J [ t ,t+ A [  J
=  ^ d j n '  7 - 1[ t , t + A [ ( Ul) -  ^ - l [ t , t + A [ ( Un ) ^ Ul ) - ^ Un ) d u 1. . . d u n 
and ® l r. . , * r — > ® 6 .  in H ~ T ~  (IRnd). Thus 1 im  t p A  is in and is
n n t  A-^0
represented by ® 6.. This lim it is denoted :W (t)n:.
n «
Define (L2)+  =  E © and (L2) =  E © where is the real
n=0 n=0
number system. Thus we have
(L2)+  c L2(<^*) c (L2)- .
(L2)+  is called the space of test functionals and (L2)"~ is called the space of
00 , 00 _
generalized functionals. For <p — E cpn in (L2) and ip=  E ipn in ( L T ,
n=0 n=0
oo
-ip) =  e  ( t p n , i > a ) .
n = 0
In the Hida theory {B(t), teIR} is viewed as a coordinate system in so as to 
take tim e into account, recall (example 1.1.2) tha t B (t) =  6t is in I<(—
Derivatives are then taken with respect to this coordinate system. This idea can be 
carried over to higher dimensions.
Definition 1.1.3
Suppose U is a functional on c^([Rd). The first variaton of U at £ is a 
functional £U t  on d f  such tha t
(i) is continuous and linear on df
(ii) For every p >  0 , U(£ +  rj) - U ( £ )  -  SU^rj) =  o (||i/||p) as ?/-+ 0.
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Remark If 8\1 + exists then SU Jrj) =  1 +  ^ .
* ^ A->0 A
Definition 1.1.4
Let U be the U—functional of ip £ (L2)- . Suppose the first variation of U is 
given by
O T  *(»/).= /  ,U / (^,u)?y(u)du ; rj e G/(Kd).
? IRd
If U '(£ ,- )  is an ordinary function and U '( - , t )  is a U—functional, then d^p  is defined 
to be the generalized W iener functional w ith U—functional U '( - , t ) ,  i.e.,
U(dt p ) ( 0  =  U '(£ ,t) .
Exam ple 1.1.4 Let <p(x) =  (x ,£0) e K x where £0 € e/(IRd). Then U<p(£) =  (£,£0> 
and tfU^(iy) =  ( v , Q -  Thus U '(£ ,u ) =  £0(u) and dtip{x) =  £0(t) g K0.
Exam ple 1.1.5 Let ip(x) =  (x ,£0) ( x , Q ,  £0, g e/([Rd). Then <p e I<2 and U<p(£) =  
and SU^ri)  = ( U o ) ( v , Q  + ( v , Q ( ^ )  = ( v A U o X i W  +  
$ > (« )< « !» •  T hus U '(& t)  =  < f,f0>ei(t) +  and dt <p= <x,e0>f1(t) +
£o(t)<x Xi> e ^ 1-
Exam ple 1.1.6 For £0 g e/’(lRd) let p(x) =  (V2) nHn(<x,£0>/V2) g K n. U p(f) =  
<eXo>n and SU^rj) =  n § i vi ng tha t dt<p(x) = 
(v^)n' 1n^0(t)H n.1((x ,^0)/v ^ )  which is an element of K ^ .
Let's consider ip =  W (s) = $S E We know tha t U<p(£) =  £(s). Thus
« J ? W  =  ,(s )  .  y s(u)„(u)du. Even though 4  is not „  ordinary function, we
can view it as a regular function into the nonstandard real number system:
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d>s(t) =  l im  —— 1
e->0 ~ed [s,s+A[
(t) =
0 t  ^ s
1/d t  :=  ( l / d t ) d t  =  s
If we take K 0 to  be the nonstandard real number system, <9tW (s) can then be 
defined as £s(t) 6 I<0. If d =  1, this is the infinite dimensional analogue of 5jXj 
in the finite dimensional case and Kuo [18] has used this idea to differentiate a 
certain class of generalized functionals without using the S—transform.
SU
Theorem 1.1.4
d t - K i n  ^ ~ ’' K n - i ^  a n d  f o r  V  =  /  d  f ( « i v . . , u B) d W ( u 1) . . . d W ( u n )
dt V =  n/^ d |n - / ( (’’Ulr "’Un'l)dW(Ul)"^W (un.1)
nd+1
proof Since f e H 5r (IRnd), f is continuous by Sobolev's lemma. Also,
U P ( 0  =  /  d - • '^ n J d U i-d U n .
Thus,
. 1
=  +  ' ’( ^ Un) +  AjKnn))du 1...dun
(IRd)
-  / ^ d^ f(unU2, - , u n)^(Ul)- • -^(uJduj.-.dU n
= , E f ,  .Nnf(«n«2» - ,u n)$(u1) • • • f(nk) • • • £(unM u k)dUl...dun
k = 1 (lRaJ
✓—> indicating th a t this factor is missing. By the symmetry of f this
=  / Rd n /^|Rd^ n_1f(u i>u2v , u n)^(u2) - - ^ ( u n)du2...dull T]{Ul)dUl.
Thus U '(£ ,t)  =  n /  _if(t,u1,...,un.1)^(u1)« • •£(un_1)du1...dun_1 and 
dx}P. =  n /  1f(t,Uil...,un.i)dW (u1)...dW (un-i).
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Definition 1.1.5
Define the adjoint of by (d^ip,p)  =  (ip,d^tp) , ip e (L2)- , tp G (L2)+ .
Theorem 1.1.5
5t :K i _ n  ^ ~ > K n S + 1  ^ and for tp =  /  f(u1,...,un)dW(u1)...dW(un),
d t V  =  ^ ( [R d )n + 1^ t ®  f ) ( u i v - , u n + 1 ) d W ( u 1) . . . d W ( u n+1) .
proof Let ip G be represented by g(ul r ..,un+1). Then
( d t <p,ip) =  ( p , d t ip) =  n !/ f(u1,...,u I1) (n + l)g ( t,u 1,...un)dUl...dun
=  (n + 1 ) !/ ^ . _ / t ( u i)f(u2r - , u I1)g(u1,u2,.. .un)du1...dun+l
(Kd)
=   l"*i)dW(uii'-dW<llM.i).'il>-
Remark F o ry G K ^  n \
u n+i)£ K ) -  • •^(un+1)du1...dun+1 =  £ (t)U p(0 -
00 _  * 00 * 00 
F o r V =  ! f l in (L I) , U ( 0 t (p)<fl =  2  V(StVn) ( 0  =  E
n=0 n=0 n = 0
Definition 1.1.6
If (i) for each t  G [a,b]d c lRd , t^(t) G (L2)- , (ii) for each £ G g/1, U (^(t))(£ ) is an
integrable function of t  on [a,b]d, and (iii) £ -> /  U(<^(t))(£)dt is a
[a,b]d
U—functional. Then the white noise integral /  </?(t)dt is defined by:
[a,b]d
U /  tftjd t (£) =  /  U (^(t))(£)d t.
>• [a,b]d J [a,b]d
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Note One can similarly define /  w (t,,t9, ...,tn)d t1d t9- • *dtn.
([a,b]d)n
Exam ple 1.1.7 Suppose tha t
^ (t) =  /(Rdjn f(t,u1,...,un)dW (u1)...dW (un), where f is in L2(([a,b]d)n+1).
Then <9*y?(t) =  / ^ n + i  (£t® f)(u1,...,un+1)dW (u1)...dW (un+1). Now,
U p (t)(f) =  /^Rd )n f(t,u 1,...,un)^(u1) ...f (u n)du1...dun, and U(d*</?(t))(£) =  
f(t)Uy>(t)(f) giving that
/ [ a ,b]d u ( 5 tVKt ))(0 d*'=  /[ a>b]d ^ / ( iR d jn  f(t,u1,...,u„)^(u1)...^(un)du1...dund t
=  /(Rd)n+i l[a>bjd (t)f(t,u 1,...,un)£(u ,)...£(un)d tdu1...dun.
Letting h (u1,...,un+1) be the symmetrization of 1 ^  bjd (u1)f(u1,...,un+1), we then have 
tha t
$
/[ a ,b]d u (5 tVJ(t ) ) (0 d t =  / ( Rd)n+i h (u1,...,un+1)£(u1)...£(un+1)du1...dun+1
=  U / ( Rd)n+i h(u1,...,un+1)dW (u1)...dW (un+1) (£).
Thus,
/ [ a ,b]d V ( < 0 d t =  /(Rd)n+1 h(u1,...,un+1)dW (u1)...dW (un+1).
By the following theorem, for d =  1, the Brownian functional /  d t c?(t)dt
[a,b]d
is an extension of the Ito stochastic integral.
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Theorem 1.1.6 [12]
Suppose ip(t, x), x e e^*, is a non—anticipating stochastic process such tha t 
E /a  I V^ Ct) 12dt <  oo. Then
/M t) d B ( t )  =  / j ^ ( t ) d t
where the integral on the left is the Ito integral.
We have the following existence theorems for 1 — dimensional time.
Theorem 1.1.7 [17]
Suppose y?(t) is a stochastic process on such tha t E /^ | < (^t) | 2dt <  oo
and E /!]/a  I ds<p(t)dt<p(s) | dtds <  oo. Then y?(t)dt exists
and E|/k<9*y?(t)dt| 2 =  E /jj| y>(t) |d t +  E J ^ \ d s<p(t)dt ip(s)\dtds.
Theorem 1.1.8 [7]
Assume </?(t) is a stochastic process on such tha t E /^ | <,o(t) | 2 < oo and
E /a /a  I ^S^ ( t ) |2dtds <  oo. Then /^ 5 t ^ (t)d t exists and
EI ¥<t)dt 12 < e/51 t f t )  | :2 +  B i l l SI dt m  12dtds.
Theorem 1.1.9 [7]
00 00
Suppose <£>(t) =  E ^n(t), v’(t) e K n, and E (n + l)E /j j | </?n(t) | 2dt <  oo. Then
n=0 n=0
* * oo





Suppose F is in <^*(1R). Then for any t >  0, F (B (t)) is in (L2)-  with 
U—functional given by
U (f) =  g ,‘  F ( « , l [0it)»
where g (y) =  (2 ?rt) ? exp(—y2/ 2t).t
Theorem  1.1.11 [11]
For any F e o^*(IR) and 0 <  s <  t,
F (B (t)) - F ( B ( s ) )  =  I's a > '( B ( u ) ) d u  +  y |F " (B (u ) ) d u .
§ 2. Stochastic integrals of processes w ith multidimensional tim e param eter.
Let <  be the partial ordering on [Rd where (xlv ..,xd) < (yl5...,yd) if and only if 
Xi < yj; 1 < i < d. Assume {W(x,o>); x  G IRd} is a Wiener process on a probability 
space { f l ^ P )  and denote by &  the a—field generated by {W(x); x  <  a}. NoticecL
th a t for a  <  b, &  c &  and E(W (b) | <50 =  W (a). {<5 ;^ a  e IR+} is said to  be and  |j d  d
increasing sequence of cr—fields and {W(a); <50 is called a m artingale with respecta
to this partial ordering.
Let T  =  [a,b] C IRi and consider the W iener process {W(x);<5^., x  G T d}.
Cairoli [1] defined the following Ito—type stochastic integral for d = 2  and Wong and 
Zakai [20] extended the definition to any d. Assume <p{x,w) satisfies the following 
conditions:
(1) (p{x,uj) is a bimeasurable function of (x,w) with respect
to  p  ® <50/here p  denotes the o—field of Borel sets in T d
(2) For each x  G T d, <p(x,u) is <5^ —measurable
(3) /  E ^ 2(x,a/)dx <  oo.
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Note A process with property (b) is said to be non—anticipating.
Suppose tha t tp is simple, i.e., (p(x,<J) = <Pv(u),  x  e A v, v =  l,2 ,...,k , and ip — 0
d
elsewhere, and th a t A v are disjoint rectangles A v =  II [aj,b j[ C T d. Then
i = 1
Ii(p)(w) =  I  w(x,w)dW(x,w) :=  S tpv(w)AvW(u;)
T d v
where for a  rectangle A =  II [a^b^, AW(w) =  E (—l ) 7r x^^W(x,o;), the sum being
i = i x
taken over the 2d vertices {x; Xj =  aj or b j  and x(x) is the number of bj's in x. For 
example, if d =  2 , AW  =  W (b1,b2) -  W (b1,a2) +  W (al5a2) — W (a1,b2). The 
definition of I^v?) =  /  <p(x)dW(x) is then extended to <p satisfying properties
'j 'd
(1)—(3) by a standard completion argument. Principal properties of this integral are 
Theorem 1.2.1
(a) /  (a^ (x ) +  /?^(x))dW (x) =  a f  ^(x)dW (x) +  /?/ ^(x)dW (x)
' j 'd <j>d j^d
(b) E ( / w(x)dW (x)/ V<x)dW(x)) =  E ( / <p(x)ip{x)dx)
'pd p d  p d
(c) E ( /  w(y)dW (y)| J Q  =  /  ^(y)dW (y), where [(a,...,a),x]
T x  [(a,...,a),x]
denotes {y G T d; (a,...,a) <  y <  x}.
Wong and Zakai [20] have defined a second type of stochastic integral for 
d =  2, which we will now describe. Both of these integrals are necessary to 
represent square integrable functionals of {W(z);z e T 2}.
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For (s,t), (u,v) G T 2 we will use (s,t)V(u,v) to  denote (max{s,u},max{t,v}). 
Let G =  { (z ,z ') G T 2x T 2; z and z '  are unordered}. Suppose th a t ^(w ,z,z ') is a 
function defined on QxT2xT2 satisfying
(1) ip(lo,z ,z ' )  is jointly measurable with respect to  c?® p  ® p
(2) For each z ,z ' G T 2, the function z , z ' )  is measurable with
respect to ^ Vz/
>(3) E /  ^ ( z ^ G d z d z '<  oo.
T 2x T 2
Assume th a t ip(u,z,z ' ) is simple: z , z ' )  = a(ui) for zG A j and z ’ G A ^ and zero
elsewhere. For n =  1,2,..., partition T into segments of length (b -a ) /2 n and let P n
be the partition induced on T 2, with partition points {z::}.2" '1, and let A ,, =
■’ i)j=l J
[zij>zi+i>j+i[ • For A ijw  =  w (z i+n j+i) -  W (zi+1,j) +  W (Zij) -  W (zi5j.+1), define
I § ( $  =  S  ^ ( z i j , z km) l G ( z i j , z km) A i j W  A kmW  
i  ’ j =1 
k ,m = l
It is shown in [20], tha t converges in L2(0 ) as n -> oo. The integral is then 
defined to  be this limit:
h i ’!’) =  t 2^t 2 ^ (z ,z ')d zd z ' :=  lim  in
n  -> oo
Note tha t if A tx A 2 c G, then I2(^) =  aA jW  A 2W. The definition can now be 
extended to all functions satisfying the above conditions by approxim ating with 
linear combinations of simple functions. The main properties of this integral are
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Theorem 1.2.2
(a) I2(ap  +  b f )  =  a l2(<p) +  b l2(^)
(b) W )  =  I2( l QV>)
(c) E (I2(^ )I2(v?)) =  E /  1 {z ,z ' ) i ! ( z ,z ' ) (p (z , z ' )dzdz '
T xT
L[(a,a),z[x[(a ,a),z[J
V’(u ,u ')dW (u)dW (u / )
Theorem 1.2.3 (Ito formula) [20]
Define a m artingale Mz =  (Mlz,...,M mz) by the Wiener integrals Mvz =
/ j 0 a]w(y)dW (y), where ipv are non-random  functions in L2([0,1]2). Suppose f(u,z),
u e r  and z e [0 ,1]2, has continuous mixed partial derivatives with respect to the
components of u  through the th ird  order and tha t
j S  f ^ u ^ v V j j t z )  +  vf(u,z) =  0 
V
where v =  gradz and V Sj(z) =  / [ 0 jZ]V>i(y)¥>j(y)dy. Then
f[M(zi,z2)j(zuz2)] — f[M(zi5° )5(zi)0)] —f[M(0,z2),(0,z2)] +  f[M(0,0),(0,0)]
+2 /[0 ,z]x[0 ,z] E_f1J(MyVy/,yVy / )V)i(y)^j (y / )dw (y)d w (y / ).
Remark Let a:[0,l] -> [0,1]2 be an increasing path. For the process 
{Mft( t) : t  6 [0,1]}, there is the differentiation formula [13]:
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f C ^ - a W )  -  f(Mtt(0),<»(0)) =  S I S  fICMffl(8),a(s))dMi(o(8)) +  
M _ S f 1J(M a (s ) ,o (s))vV 1,(o (s))  +  v f l M ^ j . a M M - c K s ) .  
i ’j
Thus, the condition j  £ f1j(u,z)vV ij(z) +  vf(u,z) =  0 in the above theorem insures 
i ’j
th a t f(M z,z) is a m artingale on every increasing path.
Note For m =  1 and M(z) =  /  d W (z '), the conclusion of the theorem is
[0 ,z]
f(W (Zl,z2)) — f(W (z1,0)) — f(W (0,z2)) +  f(W (0,0)) =
/[0 ,z] f'(W(u))dW(n) +  i [ |0iSj i |0jZ]]f"(W (iiVu')dW (a)dW (a').
Cairoli and W alsh [2] developed an Ito formula for the process {f(W(z)): 
z G [0,1]2} where the only condition is tha t f is C3(IR). Therefore, f(W (z)) may not 
be a m artingale on increasing paths. The formula involves the Ito integral, a 
stochastic integral with respect to a process J(z), path  integrals, and mixed 
integrals.
For a fixed t >  0, W (s,t)/V t is a Brownian motion, as is W (s,t)/Vs for a fixed 
s. The process X(u) =  W (u,t) for a fixed t has all the properties of a Brownian 
motion except tha t E(X(s)X(u)) =  t(sAu). If we denote by d j W  := dsW (s,t) 
integration along the horizontal line through (0,t) with respect to X(u), then the Ito 
formula in differential notation is
(1.2.1) 31f(W (s,t),s,t) =  g (W (s ,t ) ,s ,t )5 xW
+  ^  ■g^(W (s,t),s,t) +  -^(W (s,t),s,t) ds.
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W e also have the symmetric equation holding for d2W .  Integrals with respect to 
and <92W are called stochastic path  integrals.
The method used in constructing the Ito integral for d =  2 can be applied if 
the W iener process is replaced by the process
(1.2 .2) J(z) =  i [0 ,z]x[0 ,z] dW (y)dW (y ').
The integral of a process ip w ith respect to  J is denoted / <p(z)dJ(z).
Theorem 1.2.4 (Green's Formula) [2]
Suppose f £ C2(1R) with f '(W ) and f ' '(W ) both in L2(fix[0,z]), z £ [R2 and 
t >  0, fixed. For a rectangle A c !RZ ,
/ ^ ( W ^ W  =  / Af(W )dW  +  / Af '(W )d J  +  JJA § f " ( W ) ^ W d t  
where the path  integral is taken in the clockwise direction.
Note The mixed integral is defined in the obvious way. One can replace <9jW with 
<92W  if the orientation is reversed.
Exam ple 1.2.1
i.e.
Take f(x) =  x and A =  ^  in the above theorem to  get tha t
£(W (s,t)2 -  st) =  J(s,t)  +  /  W (z)dW (z)
K(s,t)
/  W (z)dW (z ') =  i(W (s ,t)2 -  st) -  J(s,t) 
K(s,t)
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Theorem 1.2.5 (Ito formula) [2]
For f e C3(1R) with f 7 (W ), f 77 (W), f 7 7 7 (W) in L2(ftx[0 ,z0]), and (s,t) g [0,z 0],
f(W (s,t)) — f(0) =  /  f 7(W (z))dW (z)+ /  f 77(W (z))dJ(z)
* ( 8 , t )  '“ ( S . t )
+  11 f/g S f ' ' "  (W (u ,v ))duW (u ,v)l  dv +  Hi, f ' '  (W (u,t))du .
C hapter 2 . W hite noise and m ultiparam eter stochastic integration
§1. Stochastic integrals using th e  Hida theory.
*
Recall (definition 1.1.6) th a t /  du</?(u)du, if it exists, is the generalized
[a,b]d
W iener functional w ith U—functional
u ( /  .A ^ (u )d u ) (£ )  =  J U(d*^>(u)(£)du= /  £(u)U (p(u)(£)du.
[a,b]d [a,b]d [a,b]d
For a non—anticipating process </?(t,x), t E [a,b] C 1R| and x E g^ *(IR), such tha t 
E / a  I ^ (t)  12d t <  oo, we know th a t
/^ ( t ,x )d B ( t ,x )  =  /bd*</>(t)dt
where the integral on the left is the Ito integral with respect to B (t,x) =  (x,1jq t j), 
see theorem  1.1.6. The following result shows tha t this is also true for 
d-dim ensional tim e where B (t,x) is replaced with the Wiener process W (t,x) =  
(x ,l^ j ^ ) ,  t  e  IR+ and x e G^*([Rd).
Theorem 2.1.1
If i p ( r , x ) ,  t  E IRd, x E G5^ *(IRd), d >  1 is a nonanticipating process such tha t
E /  | <p{t) | ^d t  <  o o , then 
[a,b]d
/  ^ (r)d W (r) =  /  d* tp(r)dT
[a,b]d [a,b]d
where the integral on the left is the d—dimensional Ito integral (see 1.2).
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Lem ma 2 .1.1 Let g ^ u , , , . . . ^ )  =  1 [(av ..ja)>u [n (%,•••>«,,) f(un+1,ulv ..,un) 
where f e L2(( [a,b]d)n *) and g is the symmetrization of g. Then
[a,b]dL J [(a,...,a), un+1[n
g ( u „ . . d W ( u , ) . . . d W ( u n) dW (u„„)
proof. Because of the cumbersome notation we prove the lemma only for d =  2. 
By ([8]) we may assume tha t
f(un+i’u i>"MUn) — 1^  * # (un+1,u l r ..,un),
1 n+1 1 Jvn
where the  A j's are disjoint rectangles in [a,b]2. Let
D  =  { (x >y); (x,y) € [a,b]2 and x < y }
D 5 =  [cj.pC^, i =  1,... 2m — 1, where Cj =  a +  i(b -a ) /2 m, and 
E i =  [ci5b], i =  l , . . . ,2m- l .
2m-l
Then l im  J  ^D-x E =  i n  )and since
m->oo i = i * i
1[(a,a),un+1[n =  1[(a,a),(s,t)]n^ Xl,y^ ,- ’(x n’yn))
we have th a t , pointwise and in L2([a,b]2)n+1 , g((x1,y1),...,(xn,yn)) is the limit
of 1  [p^^D ipX  E ip ^ P ’^ 'D jp X  E jp ty p '1)] 1A ,(x i '> 'i ) - 1A ( ; | t ) ’ wllich





jl)  • ")Jn
k = i ( D i kx D j k)n A k(xk>yk) W  E j j n  . . . n ( E in» E j j n
Note th a t ( D i k* D j k) n A k <  ( E ^ x  E j2) fl ... n ( E i nx E j n) fl A n+1 for k =  l,...,n .
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Therefore, we can see tha t
g(u1,...,un+1) =  lim I  1A (Ul) ... 1A (un) l A (un+1)
Z il , - - - )Zin+i z i l  z in z in+l
where z;k is the lower lefthand corner of A , all the rectangles A ,...,A
!k z il  z in+l
are disjoint, and A <  A for k =  l,...,n . Let
z ik z in+l
h(Ul,...,un+1) =  1A (uj) ... 1A (un) l A (un+1)
zi
with the above conditions. Then
Z1 z n z n+l
h(ul r ..,un+1) -  ^  ( u j
V > '  7T Z  -7r(l)
"  XA  (Un ) ! A  ( u n+l) 
Z7r(n) Z 7 r ( n + 1 )
and the multiple weiner integral
[(a,a),un+1[n
h ^ . - . ^ J d W ^ )  ... dW (un)
[a,b]
[a,b]1
„ 1[(a.a),Un.J ”(u>--'u«)j5TI7! I (  («k)]<iW(u1)...dW(un)
\ ( k )
„ (HTTT!^ l A  <"i) -  *A M ' a  (i„.i)dW (u1)...clW(un)
7T Z  '  7 . * \  7 . .
7r( 1 )  7r( n)  n + 1
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is measurable with respect to  <5r (W (un+1)) and in L2([a,b]2xo^*). W e then have 
the iterated stochastic integral
(n+l )
[a,b]2U[(a,a),un+1[n
h(u i,...,un+1)dW (u1) ... dW (un) dW (un+1), which
=  ( n + 1)l[a ,b ]2^ lA z ! ! r l)A z‘W  \ w ) d w ( u »J
=  A„ W ... A W A W
Z1 z n z n+l
([a,b]2)»
We now have th a t the result holds for functions of the form h and thus sums of 
such functions. We also know tha t we have a sequence of functions {gm} of the this 
form such tha t
v n+lxg(Ui,...,un+1) =  1 im  g j u j , . . . , ^ ^ )  in L2(([a,b])2) ), and
m ->oo
g (- ,u n+1) =  1 im  gm(- ,u n+1) in L2(([a,b])2)n. 
m ->oo
Hence, in L2(g /* ),
gm(u i , - , u n+1)dW (u1) ... dW (un+1)1 im
m -»oo [(a,a),un+1[n
[(a,a),un+1[n
g(u1,...,un+1)dW (u1) ... dW (un+1), and
1 im  i   ^ ^ S m K v v U n .Jd W K ) ... dW (un) 
m -*oo  J [(a,a),un+1[n
[(a,a),un+1[n
g(u1,...,u11+1)dW (u1) ... dW (un).
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Notice th a t g(u1,...,un+1)dW (u1) ... dW (un) is measurable with
[(a,a),un+1[n
respect to  <Sr (W (un+1)) and in L2([a,b]2x ti/’*). Pu tting  all of this together, 
we get tha t in L2(g5^*)
([a,b]2)2\n+l
g(ui,...,un+1)dW (ulv ..,u n+l)
= 1 im
m ->oo ([a,b]2)2\n+l
gm(u1,...,un+1)dW (u1) ... dW (un+1)
( n + 1 )  1 i m  
m -» o o  J [a,b]2 U [(a,a),un+1[n'
gm(u1,...,un+1)dW (u1) ... dW (un) dW (u n+l)
— (n+ l )
[a,b]2U [(a,a),un+1[n 
since by theorem 1.2 .1(b),
E
g(u1,...,un+1)dW (u1) ... dW (un) dW (un+1)
[a,b]2 U [(a,a),un+1[n
gm(ui,...,un+1) - g ( u 1,...,u„+1)dW (u1) ... dW (un) dW (un+1)
E
[a,b]2 J [(a,a),un+1[n
§m(u l5"*’u n+l) -g K v -.U n + Jd W C u j) ... dW (un) du n+l
=  n ! ISm(-»un+l) - g ( -> u n+l)|2dul -"dUn du n+l
1 [a,b]2U [(a,a),un+1[n ‘ 
converges to  zero as m -> oo.
proof of theorem. By the Wiener -  Ito decomposition of L2(e>,’*(IRd)), it suffices to 
assume tha t ip(r} is a multiple Wiener integral. Let T  =  [a,b]d and suppose
M  = J d f(r;u 1,...,u11)dW (u1) ... dW (un), fG L2(T n + 1 ).
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Since tp( t) is nonanticipating
^ r) = u  x . - d w K ) .
J [(a,...,a),r[
Thus a  » ;( r )d r  =
(ltd)n+l
d r
(2 -L 1 ) . =  J (K d)n+i 1T ( u i ) 1 [ ( a , . . . , a ) , u 1[ ^ u 2> - ’u n ) f (u i ’- ’u n+i ) d W ( u 1) . . . d W ( u n+1)
( x ) n + i 1 [ ( a , . . . , a ) , r [ n ( u i ’ - > u n ) f ( r ’ u i ’ - - u n ) d W ( r ) d W ( u 1) . . . d W ( u n ) .
Let g(ulv ..,un,r) =  ( u n - u n )  f( r ,u lv ..,un). Then
d T p ( r )d r  =  j +1 g(ul5...,un,r) dW (ut) ... dW (u„)dW (r).
By the lemma this equals
<n+1>L[(a,...,a),r[n g(ulv ..,un,r) dW (uj) ... dW (un) dW (r).
But for Uj< r ,...,u n<  r
g(“„ - - v )  = jnTTT! T I
=  n - f(Tiun---jUn) (where f is the sym m etrization





n f( r ,u 1,...,un)dW (u1) dW (un) dW (r)
[a,b]<
(p ( t )  dW (r).
[a,b] 
process.
For ip(r) not necessarily non—anticipating, the white noise integral
*
d<9r <£(r)dr, when it exists, is a natural definition of a stochastic integral of the




dTip(r)dTexists and is given by
( M d)d\n+l




ddTip(r)dT =  (n + l)!
([a,b] )
d ,n+i l f(T>un - ’u n )l2d rd u i - dun




Suppose ip(r)  is a stochastic process such th a t E
[ a ,b ] c
‘i
| y?(r) | d r  <  oo and
E
[ a ,b ] d J [a ,b ]
®T' V { T) dTip(T') | d r d r '  <  o o , then d j p i r f d r  exists and
[a,b]d
E d  <z>(r)dr 
[ a ,b ] d ^
=  E
[a,b]c
d k ( r ) | 2d r +  E j  J
Note If tp(r) is nonanticipating the double integral vanishes and we
have the identity  E
[a,b](
</j(r)dW(r) =  E
[ a ,b ] c
|v?(r)| dr.
Proof. Assume that ip(r) =  J" f(r;u 1,...,un)dW (u1) ...dW (un).




g(u1,...,un+1)dW (u1) ... dW (un+1)
where g(ulv ..,un+1) =  l ^ bjd (u t) f t u ^ , . . . ^ ) .  Now,
g(ul r ..,un+1) {X T +IJ! J  1 [ a ,b ] d ( u ? r(l)^  f K r ( l ) ;U 7r(2 ) ’- ’U 7r ( n + l ) )
n + l
n+l
=  , 1 .  V i r ^ ri ( u i) f (u i>u i) 
( n + l )  .Z  [ a ,b ] d
where Uj denotes the variables u l r ..,un+1 w ith Uj deleted. Thus
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I s !2 -  1
r n+l
( n + l )5 I  V b ] *  (u i ) l f(u i’“ i ) l2+ I  1[a,b]d(u i)1[a,b]2(uj)f(u i’Gi)f(uj ’llj)
i * ji = l
Now, for any i =  1, ... n + l  we have
(„<!)„« W  ("i) | f ( « + ) l 2d » ,- < i» n+l
[a,b]d (IRd)n
dut ... dun dr
[aib]d- 5+ W + ) l ^
For i ^ j
n + l  1[a,b]" M  1[a,b]d <ui> f(ui-“ j)d" i -  d “ »n(O^ ) 1
[a,b]d J [a,b]d J (IRd)
J .\n—1 f( ’l ’’/ >U2v - ,u n)f(r/ ;r,u2,...,un)du2 ... dundrdr'
■Jr[a,b]d J [a,b] 1 1 Ed , ip(r)d w(T')dTdT' .l d (n+ [J!i
Hence,
E d </?(r)dr
[a,b]d 2 = ( n + i ) ! W + i  l i ( u ) | 2 d u
=  (n + l)!
( n + l )5 (n + 1)—nTEJ[a ,b]d
Theorem 2.1.3
»i
Suppose <p(t)  is a stochastic process such tha t E  | i p ( r )  | d r  <  co and
E I T) 12drd<* <  oo. Then 
[a,b]dJ [a,b]d a
[a,b]c *
d  w (r)d r exists and 
[a,b]d r  '
[a,b]
d dTip{T)dT 2  <  E
[a,b]d
| V?(r)| d r +  E \ d  w (r ) |2d rd a r<  oo 
[a,b]dJ [a,b]d
Proof.




\da v ( r )  | 2 +  | dT<p(a) drdar
=  E f  f  | d w (  a) 12drd« . 
d [a,b]dd [a,b]d
The conclusion now follows from theorem 2.1.2.
Theorem 2.1.4
Let i p ( r )  be a stochastic process such th a t | E</?(r) 12d r  <  oo and
[a,b]<
iRdJ [a,b]c
t) 12d rd a  <  oo. Then ^ < 9 ^ ( r )d r  exists and
[ d  w (r)d r < E  |y>(r)|2d r  +  e [  f \ d  </?(r) | 2drdtt. 
J[a,b]d T J b h l d '  ' JiRdJ ra H id 1 «  n[a,b] IRdJ [a,b]c
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Lemma 2.1.4 For ip = J nf(u 1,...,un)dW (u1)...dW (un), f G L2(([Rd)n),
/ h\ E I ^ r ^ l 2(ir =  n E l ^ l 2'(IRd) T
proof For almost all r, dTip=  n if( r ,u 1,...,un.1)dW (u1)...dW (un_1). Therefore
we have
Hence,
E \ d T<p\2 =  n2( n - l ) ! j ^ n_i |f ( r ,u 1, . . ,u n.1) | 2du1...dun.1. 
(Kd)E | ^ l 2 d r=  n -n!J (Kd)n lf(Ulv , u„)dUi- dun =  n E M 2.
Note Suppose ip(r) is a m ultiple Wiener integral of order n for any t  G [a,b]d such
tha t E 
(2.1.3)
[a,b]'
|(/?(r)|2d r <  oo. Then
E \ d  w (r) |2d r d t t=  nE |w ( r ) |2dr. 
KdJ[a,b]d a   ^[a,b]d U
proof of theorem Let ip(r) — E (pn(r)  be the expansion of ip(r) into multiple Wiener
n = 0
integrals. By (2.1.3) above, we have for n > 1
IRdJ [a,b]c
da (Pa(T) 12drd«  < E
IRd- [a,b]
d l 5a ^ n(7-)|2d T-d«
Therefore,
EI [ a, b] - ' =  1 W (r) 1 * r  +  j . EL h ^ K W  12d’[a,b]c [a,b]c
r oo p p
< |Ey>(r)|2d r  +  E E  \ d  w ( r ) | 2dTda
Ha,b]d n=1 J IRdJ [a,b]d
[a,b]'
|E^(7-)|2d r +  E I 5 c3(r) 12d rd tt 
KdJ[a,b]d ' a  K n
<  00.
On the other hand, we have
E
[a,b]dJ [a,b]id 1 « r
d d r )  12d r d a  < E \ d  w (r ) |2d r d a <  oo. rod u d  «[RdJ [a,b]
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and the theorem  follows from theorem 2.1.3.
Corollary 2.1.4 Suppose ip(r) =  S >^n(r), y?n(r) e K n, and
S ( n + l ) E
n = 0 [a,b]c
n=0
| <^n(r) | 2d r  <  oo. Then
[a,b]
d Tip{r)diT exists and
E d w (r)d r 
[a,b]d ^
< S (n + l)E f  |^ n( r ) |2dr. 
n-0 J fa hld[a,b]c
Remark In view of example 2.1.1, this inequality cannot be improved. 
proof By (2.1.3) we have
E I T) 12d r d a  =  S nE
[a,b]d a  n=i [a,b]c
|^ n( r ) |2d r< o o .
On the other hand,
[a,b](
|E</j(r)|2d r  =  | ip0( T) | 2d r  <  oo,
[a,b]d




I 5 w(r) | 2d rd a  
KdJ[a,b]d a
d w(r ) d r  < EI | <p(r) 12d r  +  E 
T 1r"
00 r
r u l J ^ n ( T' ) | 2 d r +  S n E  L  ulri W ^ d r
[a,b] n_1 Jr».hld
=  S E
n = 0 . 1 [a,b]c
=  S ( n + l ) E
n = 0 [a,b](
(P n ( r )  12d'r-
W e will next consider the integral defined by Wong and Zakai [20], see 1.2. 
This integral requires m easurability w ith respect to  <5^ Vz/, z ,z ' e [a,b]2. We show 




Given a jointly measurable function ip(x,z,z') on d f  ([R2)x[a,b]2x[a,b]2 such
(1) For each pair z ,z ',  y>(x,z,z') is measurable with respect to <5^ ,Vz/
(2) E
J [a,b]2j [a,b]2 
i t  fo llow s tha t
ip*(z ,z ')dzdz '  <  oo ,
[a,b]2j [a,b]
* *
dz '®z  lQ (z;z / )v,(z)z / )dzdz/ = I
[a,b]2x[a,b ]2
(fi(z,z' )dW (z)dW (z ').
Here G =  { ( z , z ' )  6 [a,b]2 x [a,b]2 such th a t z and z '  are unordered }
and /
.[a,b]2x[a,b ]2
denotes the Wong and Zakai integral.
Lemma 2.1.5 Let T  =  [a,b]2. For f e L2(T )n+2, let
g(u1,...,un,z,z/ ) =  l[ (aja) ?zV7/ [ n  K , . . . , ^ )  l G(z,z/ )f(z,z/ ,u1,...u I1).
Then, g(u1,...un,z ,z ')dW (u1) ... dW (un)dW (z)dW (z/ ) =
(n + 2) (n + l) / ' TxT [(a,a),zVz g(u1, . . ,u n,z ,z ')dW (u1)...dW (un) dW (z)dW (z/ )
proof. As in lemma 2 .1.1 we may assume tha t
f(z,z ,ul v .. ,un) =  ! A n+2x A n+1x Ajx ... A n(z ,z / ,U 1’- Un)- 
where the A j’s are disjoint rectangles in [a,b]2.
Notice th a t G =  Gj U G2, where Gx =  { ( ( s . t ) ,^ ,^ ) )  | s <  sx and t >  t j  and 
G2 =  { ((S jtj^ s^ tJ )  | s >  Sj and t <  t j .  Let D =  {(x,s) | x  <  s} and 
D ' =  {(x,s)| x  >  s}. Then
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1(J ( M ,8! ^ )  — 1q (8’8i)1d / ^ ’*'1) anc  ^ l Q 2(8>t)Siti) — l D /(s,S1) l D (t , t1).
Let P q =  { c j  be the partition  of [a,b] in segments of length (b -a ) /2 q,
D i =  [c i - n c i]) E i =  tc i M ,  E i / =  [a,Cj[, so tha t
l j ) ( 8>8i) — 1 i m Y ^D-x E-^s,s^  an(* = ^ m 5! *D-x E - '^ ’^ 'q-> oo 1 1 n->oo i i
Thus
1[(a,a),(s,t)V(s1,t1)[n^ x i,y i)»-»(xn>y n)1G((s’t ) ’(si’t i))
~  1[(a,a),(s,t)V(s1,t1)[n((x i’y i)’- ’(xn’yn)lGl^ s’t)’(si’t i))
+  1[(a,a),(s,t)V(s1,t1)[n((x i’yi)’- ’(xn’yn)lG2((s>t)’(si’t i))
=  1[ ( a ,a ) , ( s 1, t ) [ n( (x i ’y i ) ’- ’(x n’y n ) l G i ( ( 8, t ) , ( s 1, t 1))
^[(a,a),(s,t1)[n^ Xl,yl)’," ’(Xn>yn)lG2((8>t )>(8l>t i))
~  l£)(x i>8i) ^D^Xll,Sl^ D ^ y i’^
+  ^ ( x ^ s j  ... l j ) (x n,yn)lj-)(y1,t) ... l D(yn, t ) l D /(s,s1) l D( t , t1)
giving tha t g((x1,y1),...,(xn,yn),(s ,t),(s1,t1)) is the limit of
1  . p ^ D i p X  E i ^ i ^ D j  x Dj +
il> • • -On P P P P D k x E k Dm* Em
jl> • ■ -’in 
k) m
3n i  (xp , s ) l  ( yp i t i ) l  (s,S j^l ( t , t  j)l 1 ( (s,  t ) , ( S l , t j ) , (xj,y j ),..., (xn,yn))
Dipx Eip DjpX Ejp Dk* Ek Dmx Em An+2X A n+i x Ai x ... An
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. 2  . p ? 11d (x ; - J ? ) x Aid  • -Min 1Jipx u Jpx
1 ( S , t )  1 ( S j j t j . )
( D kx(nEj j  n D m))n A n+2 ( ( d e ijfi E k)x E n
JH ■ --’Jn 
k) m
+  1 (S,t) 1 ( ®1 >t i )
( ( n E i j  n D k) x D m)n A n+2 ( E k/ x(nEjjfi  E ra) )n  A n+1"
Upon inspection one sees tha t
g(u1,...,un,z,z/ ) = lim  I  1A (Ul) ... 1a (u„)1a  (z)1a  (z ')
il)---in+2 z il zn z in+l z in+2
where A ,...,A  are disjoint rectangles , A_ x A  c G, andzin+2 Zin+1 Zi5*1n+l **n+2
A < A ..
Zln+1 z in+lv z in+2
for k =  l,...,n . Consider
h (u1,...,un,z,?/ ) =  1A (Ul) ... 1a (u„)1a  (z )1a  (z ')
z n zn+l zn+2
with the above conditions W e obtain tha t
r. , h(u1,...,un,z ,z ')d W (u 1) ... dW (un)
[(a,a),zVz [n
T n (HT27! I XA  -  XA W  JA ^ A  (z ')\ / T g - ' 17 * ' 17 **r ( l )  r (n ) zn+l zn+2




=  (n + S K n + l) ^  W  ‘A  (Z')A  W ...A  W
n+1 n+2
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which is measurable w ith respect to t5r (W(zVz/ )) and in L2(T * T  x g^ *). 
We can then look a t the Wong and Zakai integral:
(n + 2 )(n + l) ' /  
T x T I, h(u1,...,un,z ,z ')dW (u1)...dW (un) dW (z)dW (z') u [(a,a),zVz/ [n J
[ J 1T x T
z n+l z n+2
=  A  W ... A W A W  A W
Z1 n z n+l z n+2
ipn+2h(u1,...,uI1,z,z/ )dW (u1) ... dW (un)dW (z)dW (z').
Now, g(u1,...,un,z,z/ ) =  1 im  gm(ulv ..,un,z ,z ')  where {gm} is a sequence of sums of
m ->oo
functions of the above form. W e have th a t in L 2 ( g^ * )
2g(u1, - , u n,z,z/ )dW (u1) -  dW (un)dW (z)dW (z')
=  1 im  f U u 1,.. . ,un, z , z ' ) d W ( u 1) ... dW (un)dW (z)dW (z')
m -> oo  J T n+‘J
(n + 2 )(n + l)  1 im  
m -to o
/ ' 
T x T [(a,a),zVz'[n
gm(ui,..,un,z,z/ )dW (u1)..dW (un)
' /  
T x T
=  (n + 2 )(n + l)
[(a,a),zVz/ [n 
since (see theorem 1.2.2(c))
xdW (z)dW (z') 
g(u1,...,un,z,z/ )dW (u1) ...dW (un)ldW (z)dW (z/ )
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E / ' TxT r, , /r (gm- g ) ( u 1,.- ,u n,z,z/ )dW (u1)...dW (un) dW (z)dW (z/ )[(a,a),zVz [n
=  E
T 2
l G (z ,z ') r ,  . / r n ( g m - g ) ( u l v , « n »Z , Z , ) d W ( u 1) . . . d W ( u n )
[(a,a),zVz [n
dzdz'
rp2^G (z ,z ')E  f (gm- g ) ( u 1,...,un,z,z/ )dW (u1)...dW (un)J [(a,a),zVz'[n
dzdz'
ip2l G (z,z')n! r , ,  / r J ( g m - g ) K - , U n , Z , Z / ) | 2d u 1. . . d U n[(a,a),zVz [n
dzdz'
converges to zero as m -»oo.
proof of theorem  Here again let T  =  [a,b]2. Also, set [(a,a),zVz'[ =  D. Assume
<p(x,z ,z ')  = f . . . f(z ,z/ ,u1,...,un)dW (u1)...dW (un), f e L2(T n+2).
J D J D
Then,
l G (z,z/ )v<z,z/ ,x) =
D D
1G(z,z/ )f(z,z/ ,Ui,...,u n)dW (u1),...dW (un) and,
* *
*V^Z ^ ( Z jZ '^ f o z ^ d z d z ' =
T 2J(|R2) n+2
< y u ^ z / (u2)&lDn(u3,..,u n+2 )
x l G (u1,u2)f(u1,.,un+2)dW (u1)..dW (un+2)dzdz/
=  J T n+21D n(Ul ’- ’Un ) 1G ( Z’z / )f (Z’z / ’Ul ’- ’Un)d W (Ul ) - d W (Un )d W (z ) d w ( z O .
Let g(u1,...un,z,z/ ) =  l D(u1,...,un) l G(z,z/ )f(z,z/ ,u1,...u„). Then
*  *
rj'2j fp2 dz ' d z  1q( z ,z / )</3(z,z/ )dzdz/
( T 2)
2Nn+2^ Ul’- ,Un,Z,Z^ dW ^U^  -  dW (un)dW (z)dW (z ')
=  (n + 2 )(n + l) / ' TxT Dng(u1,...,un,z,z/ )dW (u1) ... dW (un) dW (z)dW (z ')
Note th a t for u l r ..,un < zVz'
g(u1,...,un,z,z/ ) =  ^ 2 ) (n+1) 1G^z ,z /) ^ z ,z /,u i’" ‘,un)





l G(z,z/ )f(z ,z ',u 1,...un)dW (u1) ... dW (un) dW (z)dW (z / )
' /  ‘ 
TxT ( l G (z,z/ )^ (z ,z / ))dW (z)dW (z/ )
' I
TxT V?(z,z/ )dW (z)dW (z / ).
r  ^ ^
We now consider the existence of d , d  ip(z ,z ' )dzdz '  where ip(z,z'J/'troKl2^2Z z ^  ’ ’' ( ( M 2)
may not be measurable with respect to &zv z
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Theorem 2.1.6 Let T =  [a,b]2 and tp(z,z')  be a stochastic process such th a t
„E( | <p(z,z' ) \ 2 +  | ip(z,z')(p(z'  ,z) | )dzdz' <  oo,
T 2
T 3E Idv (p{z,z')(dz / tp(z,v) +  dz ,tp{v,z) +  dz ip(v,z' ) +  dz $(z / ,v ))|dvdzdz/ <  oo,
and
Then
^ E |  d ^ ^ i p { z , z ' )  5 z 5 z / ( / ? ( u ,v )  | d u d v d z d z '  <  oo.
* *
2 dz / dz (p(z,z ')dzdz'  exists and E T 2^z/5 z ^ z’z ^ dzdz/
T 2
E ( |^ ( z ,z ') |2 +  ip(z,z')ip(z'  ,z))dzdz' +
rp3E[dv <p{z,z')(dz ,ip(z,v) +  dz ,ip(v, z) +  dz y ( v , z ' )  +  d ^ z ^ v ^ d v d z d z '  +
T 4E  du d v ^ 7j,z' } d z dz '  VJ( u , v ) d u d v d z d z / .
proof. Assume th a t tp{z,z') =  ^  f(z,z/ ,u1,...,un)dW (u1) ... dW (un) where
f(z,z/ , •) e L2(T n) and f e L2(T n+2). Then
JT25Z/5Z^Z’z/)dzdz/ = J([R2)n+2 1T(Ul)1xK)f(U^">Un+2)dW(ul) - dW(Un^)-
Let g(ulv ..,un+2) =  l T (u1) l T (u2)f(u1,...,un+2) so tha t




=  (F F 2 j!n! 1  I  l T (u i) l x (uj )f(u i ,uj ,{lij). 
i = l  # j
Here Ujj denotes the variables u 1,...,un+2.with Uj and Uj deleted. Thus
, n+ 2
l g l 2 =  '(n + 2 )^ (n + l )2  | 1
i = l  j #
n + 2
=  ( n + 2 ) » ( n + i p  [  I  I W u i W uj>f(u i-uj ’i lj) 
i = l  j#i
+
+ 1  1  M Ui ) M Uj)f(Ui>uj,Uij) 1
i= m  j #  k± m
n + 2
=  ( n + 2 ) l ( n + l ) 8  [ I
i = l  j#i
n + 2
+  1  1  1T^Ui)1x ( Uj)f(Ui’Uj ’11ij)1T^Ui)1T^Uk)f(Ui’Uk^ tlik)
i = l  k^i
j # ,  i
+ 1  1  1X U^i^1T^llj^f^Ui,Uj ,^b^1T^U,n^ 1T^llk)f(um’,1k’^ mk)
i M  j # i  
k,£m
1 r n + 2
=  ( 5 + 5 R F F I 7  [ I  1 1x (u i ) l T (uj> I 12
i = i  m
n + 2
+  1  1  1T (u i)1T^Uj)f(Ui’Uj ’“ ij)1T (Uk ^ Ui’Uk’"ik)
i —1 j,k^i 
j #
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n + 2= Jvk2j!n! I I (^UiJlTCUjO^ Ui.Uj.iy).
i = l  i#j
Plere Ujj denotes the variables u 1,...,un+2.with Uj and Uj deleted. Thus
l «l3 =  (n + 2 )i( ii+ lF  1 I I 1T (ui)1(uj)f(“ i>uj-"ij)
i = l  t f i
n + 2
=  ^ R n + l T  [ I I 1 
i = l  t f i
+
+  1  1  I  l T (um) l T (u k)f(u1,uk,umk)
i = m  j #  k^m
r n + 2
(n + 2 )2 (n+ 1)2 I  2  1T (Ui)1T (Uj) !f(Ui’Uj ’^ ij) I1 
i = l  j#i
n + 2
+  5! 1  1 1 T^Uj )f ("i*11! »“ ij) XT (u i  ^1T^uk f^ u^ i’u k’"ik)
i = l  k^i 
j # ,  i
+  1 1  1T (Ui)1T (Uj)f(Ui’Uj ’liij)1T (U">)1T (Uk)f(Um’Uk^mk)
i#m j ^ i  
k^m
n + 2
=  (n + 2 )2( n + i p  [ I  I
i = l  j #
n + 2
+ I I  l T ( U i ) 1 T ( U j ) f ( U i> u j , i i j ) l T ( u k) f ( u i , u k ,{ i ik )
1=1 J+7 
j# k
+  1  1  1T ( ,1i)1T ( ,1j^1T (Uin)fCUi»Uj ’“ ij)f(1Im*,1j»Binj)
# m  ] f i , m
i^m k^m,i 
j# k ,i,m








T 25Z,5 Z ^ Z,Z^ dZClz/ =  (n + 2 )! ,„2vn+2lg K " -> un+2 ) |2<lu1 -  du
(R )
n+2
(n + 2 )!
(H + 2 J^ H + T P (n + 2 )(n + l) - ij-  E | p (z ,z ')  | 2dzdz'
1 1+ (n + 2 ) ( n + l) n ^ j ,- ^ j  J E5vy<z,z/ )5Z/ </?(z,v)dvdzdz'
+ (n + 2 )(n + l)n ^ rj , - ^  J E0v^z,zOflz¥<v,z/ )dvdzdz/
+  (n + 2 ) (n + l)n ^ p Tj !- ^ J ^ 3E5v ^(z ,z / )5z^ (z / ,v)dvdzdz/
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1 1+  (n + 2 ) (n + l)n ^ = r j!-1 ? J ^ 3E5v ^(z ,z / )5z /^(v ,z)dvdzdz/
+ ( n + 2 ) ( n + l ) ( n ) ( n - l ) ^ ^ p I j 2 ^ j ,  ^ d u dy (p{z,z')dz dz ,ip(u,y) dudvdzdz'
4- (n + 2 ) (n + l) -^ r _  E ^ (z ,z ')^ (z / ,z)dzdz/
X2
, and the result
follows.
§ 2. A generalized Ito  formula for 2—dimensional time.
In order to  develop our Ito formula, we will need the following result. This 
theorem defines the generalized W iener functional F (W (s,t)) for F  6 g^ *(IR) and 
gives its S—transform. This is the analogue of the one dimensional tim e case given 
by Kuo [16] and Kubo (theorem 1.1.7).
Theorem 2.2.1 For t,s >  0, and H n(x) =  (—l ) nexp(x2)D" exp(—x2)
00
(a) y W ( t , s ) )  :=  (2?rts) ? exp(—x2/2 ts )^  (n!2n) '% (x /V 2 ts )H n((-,/?(ts))/V 2),
n = 0
where p(ts)(u) =  1 (0,(t,s)](U)/V®s» i s in (L2)~
(b) For F e <^*(IR), F (W (t,s)) :=
00
n i r00
J  (27rts)^(n!2n)‘1Hn(< • ,p(ts)>/V2) ex p (-x 2/(2 ts)H n(x/V2ts)F(x)dx
n = 0 “ oo
is in (L2)- , and
(c) S (F (W (t,s))(0  =  gts * F < ^ 1(0)(t,s )]^  where Su(y) =  (2 7 ra )\x p (-y 2/2u).
Lemma 2.2.1(a) For f e L2(IR2) with ||f|| =  1, Hn« -,f) /V 2 ) e n ) with
(2n4l) ,
H „ « - , f> /V 2 ) l l“ ( _ )  =  n!2» ( 1 +  | s | 2) -TT | f ( 8,) ... f ( s „ ) | 2ds,  ... dsn
K i IR2
where f is the Fourier transform  of f.
proof. Recall th a t Hn((-,f)/V 2) is represented by F n(s1,...,sn)
=  (V2)nf(Si) ... f(sn). Thus F n(slv ..,sn) =  ( V ^ f ^ )  ... f(sn). By [21, p!55],
l |F n "2 „ -2 n+1
H T  [((R2)nj lR2n
-(2n+l) „
( 1 + 1 s | ) | F n(s) | “ds. The lemma then follows
by the definition of n .^
Lemma 2.2.1(b) For n > 1
Hn « ‘>/>(ts)>/\/2)|| 2 (_ n ) < n!2n+1(ts/4jr3)no-2n
K m
where cr2n is the surface area of the unit sphere in IR2n. 
proof.
p(ts)(u) =  (27T)'1 exp(—iu*y)p(ts)(y)dy
=  (2 7r) _1J e x p ( - iu  • y ) ( i / V t s ) i [ 0j ( t;S)] ( y ) d y
p t  pS
=  (27rVts)_1 ex p (-iu 1y 1)dy1 exp (-iu2y2)dy2
Jo J 0
=  (27rVts)_1(—iu2)_1(exp(—i t U j ) —!.)(—iu2) '1(exp(—isu2)-
Thus,
| p(ts)(u) | < (27rVts)_11 u tu21_11exp(—i t u j —1 11 exp(—isu2)—1 1 
< (27rVts)'1|u 1u2|-1| t u 1| | su21 =  (ts)/(2?rVts), 




( 1 + 1 s | 2) 2 < 2cr2n . The result now follows from lemma 2.2.1(a)
proof of (ah By lemma 2.2.1(b)
J  (n!2n) '1Hu(x/V2ts )Hn« -  ,p(ts)>/V2)
n = l
< J n ! 2 3n-1)-1H 2(x /^ ts ) ( ts /7 r2)V ,
(L2) -
2n




(Vtt n!2n) 5 exp(—x2/(4 ts)H n(x/V2ts) =  o(n 72 )
-l
Thus for all t,s >  0, x e IR
00
(27rts) %xp(—x2/2 ts) J  (n!2n)-1Hn(x /v^ ts)H n« - , /9(ts)>/V2 )
n = l
oo





where /? is a constant independent of t and x. Since an =  27r5'/ r (n /2 )  ([10, pl427]), 
this last series is convergent. 
proof of fbh
Since F e g/* ,  and o/is a nuclear space, there exists a norm on <^* such tha t 
F is continuous with respect to tha t norm [3]. Thus
00
-1 f00
J  (27rts) 2(n!2n)_1Hn«  • ,p(ts)>/V2 ) exp (-x2/(2 ts)H n(x/V3ts)F(x)dx
n = 0 (L2)-
00
(2tsVir) ?exp(—x2/2 ts)C  J  [(n!2n)_1s u p  (Vjrn!2n) '2exp(—x2/4 ts ) I ln(x /A^ ts )
n = 0 t S > 0
xeIR
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where C is a  constant which depends only on F. Now the proof is as in (a). 
proof of fcl
F (W (t,s))l (£) =
00
s [ l  [J  (^7Ttsn!2n)-1ex p (-x 2/2 ts)H n(x /# ts )F (x )d x  Hn« -,p (ts))/V 2 ) ( 0
n = 0 w -oo
uu
r-, f oo     n f f 1
) (V27rtsn!2n) '1exp(—x2/2 ts)H n(x/V 2ts)F(x)dx(2/ts)7 £(u)du
u ]0,(t,s)]n = 0 “ -oo
since S(H„((• ,p( ts))/y /2))(Q  =  (2/ts)'2’ £(u )du , see theorem 1.1.3.
]0,(t,s)] J
00r oo _  -1 n n ___
=  j y  (27rts) 5exp (-x2/2 ts)(ts)-n(tsP(n!2"?)-1Hn(x/V2ts)<^,l]05(t)S)j>nF(x)dj
-00 n  = 0
By [5, formula 32.A,p312] this equals 
00
-00 n = 0
y (2?rts) ?exp(—x2/2 ts)(ts)"nHn(x ;ts)(^ ,lj0^ t g^^j>nF(x)dx
(2jrts) 7exp(—x2/2 ts)^  J  « ^ l j 0)(t)S^ > /ts )nH n(x;ts) F(x)dx
00 .1
=  J (2ats) 5exp(—x2/2 ts)exp(_i§(<^,lj0^ t)S^ > /ts )2 +  <£,l]0)(tjS)]>x/ts)F(x)dx
00 .1
(2?rts) ^exp((x2- 2 < ^ l] 0)(t?s)]> +  <£,l]0)(t)S)]>2)/2 ts)F (x)dx
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To give some intuitive understanding of the following theorem, recall tha t for 
a fixed s >  0, W (s,t)/Vs is a Brownian motion and formula (1.2.1) is the Ito formula 
for the process X (t) =  W (s,t). Suppose tha t F  e g^ (R ), 0 <  aj <  b1? and 
0 < a 2 <  b2. Let P n =  { c ^ 11 j and Q n =  {dj}"  ^ be sequences of partitions of [OjbJ 





W (b1,dj+1) - W ( b 1,dj ) =  E A ijW
Using the partition  {A,- =  [ci,ci+1)x[di,di+1)}. “ of [(a2,0),(b,b2)], we see tha tj j j !•> j =1
/b 2/ biF (W (b1,t))dW (s,t) =  l im  in qm E F(W (b1,di))A iiW 
d2 o n->oo i , i  J
=  l im  in qm E(£F(W (b1,di))A ijW) 
n-»oo i i
=  l im  in qm E F f W ^ d j H W a ^ d j J  -  (W (b1,dj )]
n-*oo
=  /^ F (W (b 1,t))d ,W (b1,t).




Suppose th a t F e o^*(R), 0 <  a t <  b t, and 0 <  a 2 <  b2. Then 
F (W (b„bj)) -  F (W (b,,a2)) -  (F (W (a„b2) -  F lW ^ .a , ) )  =
b a




b1F " ( W ( b 1, r ) ) - a 1F " ( W ( a 1,r)) dr
Remark As the proof will show,
rb
F (W (b1,b2) ) - F ( W ( b 1,a2) ) =  f 2[ ' d*M F ' ( W ( b v T ) d s d r  +  % \  V ' f W M d r
For F G q^ (1R), by theorem 2.1.1, this gives
F W b j.b a ) )  - F ( W ( b 1>a2)) =  [b2[bV ( W ( b 1,r)dW (S,r) +  M ^ F ' ' ( W ( b l5r)dr
J A. J  n z j  n
b2
=  I F ' (W (b1,r)d rW (b1,r) +  £  F "  (W (b„r)dr 
a 2 a 2
i.e., the one—dimensional Ito—formula for the process F(W (b1,r)).
proof By theorem 2.2.1
S (F (W (b l ,l>2)) -  F (W (b „ a 2)) -  (F (W (a „ b 2)) -  F(W(a1,a!) ) (0  =
«b|b ;  F <f-1]0,(b1,b2))> - 8 b la /  F <«’1]0 .(b1.a2)]>
“  t^ b j*  F <«’1]0,(a„b2)]> ~ W *  F a ’1]0,(a1a2)]»  
b b
=  r  3f(Sb,i* F <f-1]0,(b1,r)]>)dl' -  [  ® (ga /  F <«>1]0,(a1,r)]»dr
It is enough to  look at the first summand. 
f 2 z U b /  F<?’1]0,(b1,r ) ]» dr
=  f 2^ d rgb i 4  l \  £(u ’v)dudv — y),F>dr 






. I f c b ' . r *  F < « '1]0, ( b „ r ) ] >  +  U ( l ‘ ?<U ’r ) d U J g b 1r *  F < « ’1]0, ( b „ r ) ] .rb , dr
nbn
b . % /  F ' , « . 1]0, ( b 1, r ) ] > d r
rbo r rb ,
+  I a ' [ l o I?(U,r)dU] gb / F ' <e’1]0 ,(b 1r)]>. dr
rb2 rbjb , g b /  F " < f . 1]0, ( b 1, r ) ] > d r  +  J a J n  « ( s 'r V *  F ' < f ’1]0, ( b 1r ) ] > d s d r
r b 0
b1F / / (W (b1,r))dr + b2fbl5(s ,r)F / (W (bi’r ))dsdr (0 -
a 2 0
The next theorem  is a generalization of the Ito formula of Cairoli and Walsh 
(theorem 1.2.5) which is itself is a generalization of tha t of Wong and Zakai 
(theorem 1.2.3). To see this, it is necessary to  obtain the relationship between the 
the integral of a process with respect to the m artingale
/
J (z ) =  K iR z ^ J dW (u)dW (v)
and the Wong and Zakai integral of some corresponding process. Towards this end, 
fix z0 and divide IR into 22n congruent rectangles A n labeled as shown
Z tr \ J
z 0





J (zo) =  2 /[R xlR 
z0 z0
dW (u)dW (v) =  | L  ^  j l G (z ,z ')dW (z)dW (z ')
z0 %
1 v=  2 l i m  i n  qm E  l^ z ^ Z t J A j j W  A kmW  
n-»oo 1 , J 
k m
^  lim i n qm 2 E
n-*oo i , J Lk< i J m < j
E A kjW  E A imW
=  l i m  i n  q m  E (W (zj)j+1) -  W (zij))(W (zi+1,j ) -  W (Zij)). 
n-»oo 1 , J





^(zVz/ )dW (z)dW (z/ ) =  lim in  qm E 1Q (Zij,zkm)^(zjj Vzkm) A jj W A kmW
n->oo * , J 
k m
lim in  qm 2 E ip(Zjj) 
n-too * , J




2 1 im  i n  q m  E y)(zij)A ij J n 




Theorem 2.2.3 For 0 <  ax <  b x, 0 <  a2 <  b2, and F e gs^ *(R)
F(W (bx,b2)) -  F(W (b1,a2)) - (F (W (a 1,b2)) -  F (W (a1,a2)))
= h 2F ' '  (W (bxt))d t -  | i J b2F ' '  (W (a1,t))d t
fb2 pbj *+  1 J  ^ ( s , t ) F / ( W ( s , t ) ) d s d t  +  
a2 a x ’
rb , u *





*b2 'b^ *b2 pbj 'b 2 r b 2 '^ 2 f ^ i  '^2 '^ i  ' ^ 2 f ^ i  ' ^ 2 f ^ iUj f  f  I f  f  1 c P ip  P l f  f  i f  f
l j o j o^o Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo Jq Jo Jo Jo — Jq Jo Jo Jo
a (u ,v )a (s ,t)1G « s ' t )’( '1’v))F ' ' ( W ((s ' t )v(u 'v )) 
where G is the set of unordered pairs in ]0,(b1,b2)].
dsdtdudv
Remark In view of the previous remarks, for F e q/ ( R ) ,  one recognizes the last
integral in the above formula as F ' '(W fz lld Jfz ) and we see the
[(a i,a2),(b1,b2)]
Cairoli—W alsh formula.
The conditions th a t Wong and Zakai place on F insure tha t F(W (z)) is a 
m artingale on every increasing staircase. In this case only the th ird  and last 
integrals in the above formula would remain and we also see their formula.
Lemma 2.2.3
a , J 0
■bo
5 (s ,t)F / (w (M ))d sd t
rb , b 3,
r r  2r ^ ( s  t )^  F / / / (W (u,t))dsdt du
|- 2 p 
J I*1 a 2a oJ 0





N ote For F e g/(IR) this reduces to  Green's formula (theorem 1.2.4) for I? /(W). 
proof
rb 1 * rbo
a2
’&1 *
*(s,t ) F '(W (b i , t ) ) d s d t -  J ^ (s?t)F / (W (a1,t))dsdt 
’ a 2 ® ’
•a. *
^ t j I P ' W M ) )  -  F , (w ( M ) ) ldsdt +  J b2J b l5 (S)t)F / (w (b 1,t))dsdt.
a 2 a j ’
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Now,
a (s ,t)tF ' ( W (b i’t ) ) - F '<W <ai 't ))]<isdt](?)
fb2
=  I a J o ‘l(S’t)[gb.‘ ’  P '< 6 1 1 0 , ( M ) ] > - V  P '< « ’11 0 ,(M )]>1,Wt
rt)2 f P^ l/1




rV ‘> f  [g S u t* F " '< < ’1]o,(u , t )]>






r<l i rrb i
a 2
( M  U a , U o?(u,v)dVJ g“ t* F "  <*’1]0,(u,t)]>du
dsdt





J a J  0 ■a,JI A l n * (s’t ) l ( u ’v)s“** F / ,< 5 ’1]0,(B,t)]>dvdudsdt-
proof of theorem  By the lemma and theorem 2.2.2, 
S([F(W (b1,b2)) -  FfWfljj.aj,))] -  [F(W (a i,b2)) -  F (W (ai,a2)]
r b n












j  f(s,t)£(u ,v)gut* F ' ' <^,lj0^ u t^ ^>dvdudsdt
cL] 0












= j  2j  ‘€(s,t)gSt* F '<«’1]o,(s,t)]>dsdt
+
+
a 2 a 1
b2 fbi r b ,
j  ^ (s ,t)  \  gut* F ' ' '  <^»l]0,(u ,t)]>dudsdt
a 2 a i s ’ ’
’bn r b ,
a ,2 a i
fbi ft 
s ^ 0
€(s,t) £(u,v)dv gut* F " < £ , l j0^ u^ ) d u d s d t
“2 dl
+  g"** F " ' <f' 1]0,(u,t)]>dudsdt
+ 0 ! f i > (s’t)? (u ’v)g“ * F " < f’i ]o,<u,t)]>dvdudsd t
t
S([F(W (bj,b2)) -  F (W (bj,a2))] -  [F(W (a i,b2)) -  F (W (a i,a2)]






j  f(s,t)$(u ,v)gut* F , / < ^ l j0^ U)tjj>dvdudsdt+
0 J ajJ 0
+ bT j b‘?(S’t)J g“‘* F " /<e’1iO,(u,t)l>dudsdtft.2 S
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+
b 2 r b j  r b j  r t
fl.2->aJs'-fo€(S,t)?(U’V)8ut* F " <e’1]°,(«.t>l>dvdudsdt-
Observing th a t we can insert lQ ((s,t),(u ,v )) in the second and fourth integrals 
above,we see th a t
fbo bi r t
a^O




%2 <*i s J
£(s,t)£(u,v)gut* F ' 7<£,lj0^ u ^ )d v d u d s d t
cb2 pa i rb i
0 J
't pa2 paj r b i 't  'b2 'bj *bj*t
+
a ^  0 J 0 J 0 J a tJ








£ (s ,t)f(u ,v )lG ((s,t),(u ,v))gut* F 77<^,lj0^ Ujtjj)dvdudsdt
= fJr
■hi p b , p t  r b 2 - a l •b l r t ■a2 .at ■a i p t >a2 ’b i •ai
- + —
0 ■S ' 0 J o JO' s J 0 J 0 ■0* S ' 0 J 0 • 0 ‘ s J
e ( s , t ) e (u ,v ) lG ((S,t ) , (u ,v ))g (Sjt)v(UiV)* F ' ' < f . l ]o , ((s ,t ) v (u ,v ))]>




fbi ■b2 ’ai fbi 't ra2 rai 't ’a2 'bi ’a i_ + —
0 • 0 J 0 *O' 0 *0 J o J o J 0- 0 J 0 • 0 • 0 '
?(S, t ) { ( u ,v ) l G ((S,t) , (u ,v ))g (Sit)v(lljV)* F "  < «4]0 ,((s ,t)v(u,v))]>  
But by symmetry in the variables v and t
dvdudsdt
' b ’3^ 'cl ' t  -




0I o I 0 [l(S’t)f( lI’V)1G ((S’t ) ’(U’V))S(s.t)V(ii,v)*
F " « - 1]0,((s,t)V(u,v))]>. dvdudsdt
Hence,
S([F(W (b„b2)) -  F lW fb ,.^ ))] -  [F(W (a„b2)) -  F (W (a„aJ]
- M  F " (W (b „ t) )d t  +  §■[ F ''(W (a „ t) )d t )U )  =
a2 a2




r r b 2 r b j ’b2 f b x ’b 2 >b2 r a i ’a2 ’a2 r a i ’a2 ■bj ’a2
[bll— + —
- o Jo j 0 • 0 J 0 • 0* 0 ‘ o J 0 ‘ 0 ‘ 0 ‘ 0 ^0 ‘ 0 • 0 ■ 0 -
« ( s , t ) f (u ,v ) lG ((s ,t ) ,(u ,v ) )g (Sit)v(UjV)* P"<?,l]0,((s,t)v(u,v))]>_ dudvdsdt.
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